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Due to a global energy problem, there is a rising interest in
energy saving around the world, and the lighting energy used in
buildings accounts for 22% to 28% of total energy used in buildings.
Therefore, reducing the consumption of lighting energy could bring
effective energy saving. The purpose of this study is to suggest the light
shelf system according to the distance with the skylight that could
reduce lighting energy consumption. The system suggested in this study
is the system that improves the unfamiliarity of simple fixed light shelf
while reducing lighting energy consumption by applying different
width and angle of light shelf as well as a different distance between the
light shelf and the skylight. It is possible to evaluate the energy
performance for each season through the full-size test-bed that could
realize actual housing conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year to
find an appropriate value so that indoor daylight distribution can be
confirmed and the consumption of lighting energy used in indoors can
be reduced. The light shelf system suggested in this study can be used
as the basic design data for various design elements in a building.
Abstract.
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Introduction

1.1 Objective of the Study
Due to an energy problem, there is a rising interest in energy saving around the
world. Especially, lighting energy used in buildings accounts for 22% to 28% of total
energy used in buildings globally [1]. Therefore, a proper measure to reduce the
consumption of lighting energy could bring effective energy saving. The natural
lighting system is used for reducing the consumption of lighting energy, and the light
shelf system among various natural lighting systems can block natural light brought
into indoors, reflect natural light using the light shelf and distribute indoor
illumination evenly to improve indoor environments and reduce the consumption of
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lighting energy. Due to its high efficiency, various experiments and studies regarding
the light shelf are being carried out. However, previous studies on the light shelf
system aim at simply satisfying required indoor illuminations with a form of light
shelf attached to the skylight. The studies on the width of light shelf have been carried
out, but the studies regarding the angle variation of light shelf are insufficient. Also,
most light shelves are fixed-type light shelves so that occupants receive the sense of
difference while using them, and simple fixed-type light shelves also have an
architecture design demerit. Therefore, this study intends to suggest the mobile light
shelf system according to the distance between the skylight and the light shelf
reflector as the preliminary data for applying the light shelf system to actual design,
verify the possibility verify the possibility to introduce this system and its efficiency
through the evaluation of energy performance.

1.2

Method and Procedure of the Study

In this study, the mobile light shelf system that the width and angle of light shelf and
the distance between the skylight and the light shelf reflector can be changed in
addition to the sun's altitude and daylight illumination is suggested in order to reduce
energy consumption in buildings and establish pleasant indoor lighting environments.
In order to evaluate energy saving performance of suggested system, the energy
performance for each season is evaluated through the full-size test-bed that could
realize actual housing conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year to verify the
possibility to introduce this system to the residence and its efficiency

2

Light Shelf System

The light shelf system is a natural lighting reflection system that blocks natural light
flowing indoors and bringing light deep inside by reflecting light using a light shelf in
order to prevent problems such as glares or severe illumination imbalance caused by
external direct lights. It is a natural lighting system that equally distributes the indoor
illumination to improve the quality of indoor space and save lighting energy. It is
desirable to install the light shelf system at a low position for natural light flowing
indoors, but generally it is installed above the eye level of a standing person in order
to prevent glares and secure the prospect right of the occupants. The light shelf system
is categorized into external type, internal type, and mixed type.[2]

3 Mobile Light Shelf System according to the Distance between the
Light Shelf and the Skylight
The light shelf system according to the distance between the skylight and the light
shelf reflector aims at optimizing natural light brought into indoors by changing the
horizontal width of light shelf, distance between the skylight and the light shelf
reflector and angle of light shelf.
26
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As the system configuration, the sum of distance between the skylight and the light
shelf reflector and width of light shelf is set to be 600 mm at maximum. The
horizontal width of light shelf is set between 200 mm and 400 mm, the angle of light
shelf is set between -90 and 90, and the horizontal distance between the skylight and
the light shelf reflector is set between 0 mm and 400 mm in consideration of sum of
width of light shelf.
The illumination is measured with the fixed width of light shelf and different
horizontal distance between the skylight and the light shelf reflector and angle, and
then the illumination is measured again with a different width of light shelf. The
process is repeated and the obtained results are compared and analyzed.

Fig. 1.

4

Configuration of Light Shelf System

Performance Evaluation of Light Shelf System

In order to evaluate the performance of light shelf system according to the distance
between the skylight and the light shelf reflector, the width of light shelf and distance
between the skylight and the light shelf reflector are set and the energy performance
for each case is evaluated.
To evaluate the performance of the light shelf system according to the separation
distance between skylight and reflector, this study conducted an energy performance
evaluation on each experiment by setting up the width of the light shelf and the
separation distance between skylight and light shelf reflector.
To verify the performance of the light shelf system according to the separation
distance between skylight and reflector, this study established a test bed in which
round-the-clock and year-round implementation is possible. The test bed included the
solar altitude and external environment of four seasons (spring and fall, winter and
summer) using an artificial sunray irradiation facility similar to the brightness of the
actual sun. Moreover, the illumination sensor module was arranged in four sections at
2,200mm intervals, and the lighting was installed near the sensor.
Variables of the light shelf system in the experiment were the angle of the light
shelf and the meridian altitude of spring and fall, summer and winter to produce the
result value. The width of the light shelf was external type 200mm~ 400mm based on
previous studies and contents of variables related to the light shelf system, and the
height was 1800mm so that it does not cause inconvenience to the visibility of people.
The surface reflectance of the light shelf system used the 85% reflective sheet. The
meridian altitude of summer, spring and fall, and winter was set up, and the
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experiment was conducted by increasing the angle change of the light shelf in
10

units from –90

to 90

Conclusion

5

The light shelf system can directly respond to the world's energy issue, and as one of
natural lighting systems for reducing the consumption of lighting energy used in
buildings, this system has low installation expense and excellent performance. In case
of mobile light shelf system according to the distance between the skylight and the
light shelf reflector suggested in this study, it is possible to find an appropriate width
and angle of light shelf and an appropriate distance between the skylight and light
shelf reflector so that the indoor daylight distribution can be confirmed and the
consumption of lighting energy used in indoors can be reduced. The light shelf system
suggested in this study can be used as the basic design data for various design
elements in a building.
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